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Abstract: Researchers have been relying on computational methods to study Biblical Hebrew for 

a long time already. The recent improvements to and easy availability of Large Language Models 

(LLMs) like GPT prompt the question whether these models can be useful for our work as well. 

This paper tempers the expectations, showing that a critical analysis of earlier work exposes fun-

damental issues with methods involving GPT. However, depending on the task at hand a way 

forward with machine learning methods is possible, once we are aware of the limitations. 
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“What have I always told you? Never trust anything that can think for itself if you can’t see where it 

keeps its brain?” 

Mr. Weasley in J. K. Rowling, Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets 

Introduction 

Now that Large Language Models (LLMs) have become better and more easily accessible in the form 

of chat bots like ChatGPT (OpenAI 2023), researchers have begun to think about applications to 

Biblical Hebrew. Elrod (2023) has made a start with mapping out the potential of LLMs in Biblical 

Hebrew research. His paper investigates the performance of different versions of GPT for various 

tasks, and concludes that “GPT … possesses the capacity to assist scholars in diverse areas of biblical 

study, from basic syntactic analysis to more abstract hermeneutic tasks” (2023: 31). However, I intend 

to show that a critical analysis of Elrod’s results exposes fundamental issues with this methodology. 

After this, I take a step back and discuss other computational methods and their advantages and dis-

advantages. This discussion will hopefully lead to a more cautious approach to LLMs in our field. 

This paper does not assume any prior knowledge of LLMs or computational methods in general. It 

can thus be used by people with no familiarity in this area as an introduction to the potential and 

limitations of these methods. However, the paper is also, in part, a response to previous work using 

various computational methods, and I hope it will simultaneously prove useful to people already 

working with computational methods. 

Before I begin with my analysis of Elrod’s (2023) results, it is important to distinguish several classes 

of computational methods here. Though the boundaries are somewhat fuzzy, we can broadly distin-

guish four increasingly specific classes: 

• Computational methods in general: these involve syntactic databases such as the one designed 

by the Eep Talstra Centre for Bible and Computer (Roorda et al. 2017–2023), as well as in-

terfaces to such databases (like SHEBANQ1 and Text-Fabric; Roorda 2017–2022). With these 

tools a researcher can write programs that perform different analyses on the raw or tagged 

 

1https://shebanq.ancient-data.org/, retrieved February 9, 2024. 
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data of the Hebrew Bible, either by explicitly programming rules into the system or using 

statistical methods, as described in the following points. 

• Machine learning: with a machine learning approach, the researcher specifies a research ques-

tion and a training set: a list of cases for which the answer to the research question is given. 

A machine learning model can then search for generalizations in the training set to build a 

model that can be applied to unseen data. Thus, it can for example learn to recognize different 

types of Biblical Hebrew, without the researcher explicitly specifying how to do so (Van de 

Bijl et al. 2019; Van der Schans et al. 2020). 

• Transformers: these are a specific type of machine learning model that can be applied to mas-

sive data sets. Without going into too much technical detail, this is possible by assigning dif-

ferent weights to different parts of the input, so that the model can be attentive to larger inputs 

without losing precision, by focusing on the most relevant parts (Vaswani et al. 2017; and for 

a general introduction see Tunstall et al. 2022). 

• Large Language Models (LLMs): these are an application of transformers to text, a well-

known example being GPT (OpenAI 2023). These models contain a transformer-based com-

ponent to parse input text in natural language and another transformer-based component to 

generate output text in natural language. They are made available as pre-trained models, be-

cause they are too large to train on conventional computer architectures, being based on hun-

dreds of billions of words of training data. 

Note that these classes of computational methods become increasingly more narrow, and that there is 

a chronology reflected in this list, LLMs being the last to have been developed. However, it is im-

portant to remember that, for example, machine learning has not made other, rule-based computa-

tional methods obsolete. Different computational methods, among which are machine learning meth-

ods, have different applications. 

Elrod’s (2023) experiments consist of providing ChatGPT, an LLM available online, with Biblical 

Hebrew input, asking questions about the input in English, and evaluating the results, which are pro-

vided in English and/or Biblical Hebrew. Below, I begin by reviewing Elrod’s results, arguing that 

they should be interpreted much less favorably than suggested by Elrod himself. I also argue that 

LLMs with an English language interface are fundamentally the wrong tool for the job for most if not 

all of Elrod’s test cases. In subsequent sections, I take a step back and consider what the alternatives 

are. 

Limitations and pitfalls: LLMs and Biblical Hebrew 

The main issue with the approach in which a pre-trained LLM like GPT is used to answer questions 

about Biblical Hebrew is that of interference. Interference plays a role on different levels. First, in 

tasks that require the generation of Biblical Hebrew text, we will see that there is interference from 

modern languages that were part of the training data, like English and Modern Hebrew. Second, for 

questions for which comprehension of biblical texts is needed, it is important to remember that GPT 

has been trained on an enormous corpus, which also includes Bible translations and commentaries. 

When provided with a question about a biblical text, it is not clear how much of GPT’s answer is 

based on a fresh analysis of the source text, and how much is based on knowledge gathered from 

translations and commentaries. 

Right from the outset it is important to note that these are fundamental issues with this methodology. 

At present there is no way to avoid interference from other languages; the model needs to be trained 
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on these languages in other for it to be able to answer questions in natural language. It is also not 

easily possible to exclude sources from the training data. As an alternative to using a pre-trained 

LLM, we might consider training our own transformer-based model based on Biblical Hebrew only. 

But here we run into the issue that the Biblical Hebrew corpus is much smaller than those normally 

used to train LLMs. OpenAI (2023: 7) tested GPT-4 performance on a number of languages and list 

Swahili, Welsh, and Latvian as “low-resource languages”. The web corpora of these languages in 

Sketch Engine are vastly larger than the less than 500,000 words in the Hebrew Bible: they contain 

17.9 million, 50.4 million, and over a billion words, respectively.2 This gives a rough indication of 

the minimum amount of data available to GPT for training on these languages; clearly much more 

than will ever be available for Biblical Hebrew. As I will discuss below, questions of primarily mor-

phological analysis can be handled by such models, but for more complicated syntactic and semantic 

research questions, it seems that larger training sets are needed. 

In the following subsections, I closely discuss Elrod’s (2023) experiments. Overall, Elrod concludes 

that “GPT … possesses the capacity to assist scholars in diverse areas of biblical study, from basic 

syntactic analysis to more abstract hermeneutic tasks” (2023: 31). This work passed peer review and 

is thus at least not straightforwardly incorrect. However, my point throughout will be that a careful 

look at the results suggests that the evaluation of GPT’s performance should be far less favorable. 

Morphological analysis 

In the first three tests, Elrod (2023) asks GPT for the number of times the conjunction  ְו ‘and’ appears 

in Genesis 1, the number of verbs in Jonah 1, and the forms of the root ְיטב ‘be good’ in Jonah as a 

whole. The answers to these questions are consistently incorrect, though GPT 4 performs somewhat 

better than GPT 3.5. Elrod argues that this demonstrates “some analytical capability relating to bibli-

cal Hebrew syntax” and that “further exploration with upcoming models promises to yield more per-

suasive outcomes” (2023: 7). 

It is true that an improvement is visible between the different model versions, but Elrod’s conclusion 

disregards the fact that we already have dedicated software that can perform these tasks without ma-

chine learning. Tools like Text-Fabric (Roorda 2017–2022) provide a deterministic interface to man-

ually tagged data and are thus far more accurate—and where they are inaccurate, the data can easily 

be corrected. This level of correctness is what we have come to expect from syntactic queries, so this 

task is best performed by the kind of dedicated software that is already available. 

One thing LLMs might have to offer in this area is a user-friendly interface. One might argue that 

formal query languages can be difficult to learn and that it is easier to pose a question in natural 

language to an LLM. This is more or  less what a second set of Elrod’s experiments aims at. In these 

experiments, GPT is asked to generate Python code to interface with Text-Fabric to answer the same 

morphological questions as before.3 This would enable users to run queries on the ETCBC data set 

using natural language, but it would be more accurate than the first attempt because it uses a syntac-

tically tagged database. This task relies much less on knowledge of Hebrew morphology and much 

more on general knowledge about Python. It is not surprising that GPT performs better and usually 

gives a correct answer in this setup, although it sometimes needs a few tries. 

 

2https://www.sketchengine.eu/, retrieved February 9, 2024. 
3Elrod (2023: 27–31) discusses another code generation experiment which I will not discuss here for reasons 

of space; it boils down to a combination of dictionary look-ups and the presentation of results in a table and is 

thus essentially similar to the other experiments as far as methodology is concerned. 
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However, we must ask again what the end goal here is. Text-Fabric and other similar database inter-

faces have relatively simple query languages, that can already be used to formulate queries for far 

more complicated questions than the ones tested here. Since GPT already required several rounds to 

produce the correct code for simple tasks like listing all forms of a specific root, it seems like it is a 

long way away from handling complicated requests like “List all the passive clauses with יהוה as the 

subject”. More importantly, even if the accuracy improves in future versions, machine learning mod-

els will never be able to give accuracy guarantees like conventional computational methods can.4 This 

is because conventional systems rely on a stable code base that can be tested automatically. When a 

bug surfaces, a test can be added, so that the stability of the software increases over time. In the 

alternative setup where an LLM is used to generate code, more new and untested code is generated 

for each query, which can be faulty. Therefore, LLM-generated code should generally not be used in 

contexts where accuracy is important. 

If the goal is to make tagged syntactic data sets available to a wider audience, work could be done on 

making the query language easier to learn. This is not just a matter of documentation: there are inter-

esting research questions here, such as what makes for an intuitive query language. For instance, 

scholars have proposed graphical queries languages that could be explored (e.g., Bird & Haejoong 

2007). In any case, it is not clear what circumstances would justify sacrificing accuracy only to avoid 

spending some time to learn a formal query language. 

Biblical interpretation 

The next of Elrod’s (2023) experiments is designed to test whether GPT can provide interpretations 

of biblical texts from specific hermeneutical perspectives. The tests are based on the story of Jonah, 

first from a decolonial perspective and then from the perspective of queer hermeneutics. Elrod con-

cludes that the results demonstrate “a nuanced comprehension of the text and the designated herme-

neutic” (2023: 8). I won’t comment on the question whether an LLM can have “comprehension” or 

whether this is in the eye of the beholder (and for an analysis of possible biases, see Elrod 2024). 

More important is the following: which text did the model “understand”? The model will have been 

trained on data including not only the Hebrew text of Jonah but also commentaries and translations. 

It is not unlikely, in fact, that decolonial and queer interpretations of Jonah are part of the training 

data. The model thus suffers from interference from such secondary sources.5 It is not exactly clear 

what use case Elrod (2023) has in mind with this experiment. If the goal is to summarize and discuss 

existing interpretations (for which interference from secondary sources is not a problem), GPT does 

a relatively good job. However, these results cannot be taken as evidence for an understanding of the 

Hebrew text. 

Text restoration 

LLMs are, at their core, text predictors: they start with a word, predict the most likely next word, and 

so on, until they have given an answer. One might think, then, that they could be used to fill lacunae 

in a text, essentially another form of text prediction. This may be useful when restoring fragmentary 

texts. In a third experiment, Elrod (2023) removed 15% of the text from Jonah 1 and instructed GPT 

to give three options for the most likely content for each gap. In 11 out of 22 cases the first prediction 

 

4For the same reason, I don’t find providing an LLM with a summary manual of Text-Fabric (as suggested by 

a reviewer) an attractive idea. This only increases the amount of input that can be misunderstood, and in any 

event will not provide us with any accuracy guarantees. 
5As pointed out by a reviewer, in a way, this is also true for researchers. However, researchers have at least 

been trained to use references where necessary and suppress personal biases insofar as possible. 
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was correct; in 3 other cases the second or third prediction was correct.6 Elrod evaluates these results 

favorably, noting that “GPT-4 has access to a far more extensive body of knowledge and broader 

scope of training than what a human researcher could possibly amass” (2023: 12). 

Unfortunately, upon closer scrutiny, GPT appears to be cheating: it is aware that it is working with 

Jonah 1 and uses the English translation to perform the task. The clearest evidence of this comes from 

two cases where GPT gives a partially correct response: 

 ’and there was a [great] storm [on the sea]‘ ויהיְסערְ]גדולְבים[ְוהאניהְחשבהְלהשבר •

 and they threw lots, and [the lot] fell [on Jonah], so‘ ויפלוְגורלותְויפלְ]הגורלְעלְיונה[ְויאמרוְאליוְ •

they said to him …’ 

In both cases, GPT predicted only the first word (גדול ‘great’ and הגורל ‘the lot’). Crucially, in most 

English translations, the translation of the first Hebrew word is separated from the translation of the 

remainder of the lacuna due to different word order (this is also the case in the English translation 

that GPT 3.5 responds with given the prompt “Give me the text of Jonah 1”). What I suspect that is 

happening, roughly, is that GPT recognizes that the given Hebrew text is that of Jonah 1, and uses 

the English to fill gaps in the Hebrew. However, it only recognizes the first part of the lacuna, because 

the second part is separated from it in the English translation. 

More evidence comes from the fact that the model correctly predicts “קוםְלךְאלְ]נינוה[ְהעירְהגדולה” 

‘stand up, go to [Nineveh], the big city’, even though Nineveh is not mentioned elsewhere in the text. 

This can again easily be explained if GPT suffers from interference from an English translation.7 

Elrod (2023) performed a second test using a text with actual lacunae, using a fragment from the 

Dead Sea Scrolls. This is a much better test case, as the text and its translation are less likely to have 

been part of the model’s training data. Predictably, the suggestions are much less useful. Elrod (2023: 

17) claims that the results should be better if content of the Dead Sea Scrolls were included in the 

training data. If, however, the difference in accuracy is primarily due to the availability of an English 

translation, this would not help much. 

To be sure, the use of machine learning for text restoration is an interesting avenue for exploration, 

and below I discuss some work that has been done in this direction. However, using pre-trained LLMs 

of the scale of GPT is an unsound methodology, as most of the training data of these models comes 

from languages other than Biblical Hebrew. 

Text generation 

Given that GPT can generate natural language text, we could consider using it to generate new texts 

in Biblical Hebrew. Elrod (2023) does not make explicit what use case he has in mind, but one could 

perhaps imagine something like this being used in teaching. The experiment consisted of asking GPT 

to generate a new text in Biblical Hebrew using only words from (excerpts of) Deuteronomy 1:1–13 

and Ruth 1:1–8. The result is as follows: 

 

6It is not clear that the input to the model was constructed correctly. Elrod (2023) replaced some words in the 

consonantal text by numbers in square brackets, as in “[ְְהעירְהגדולה2אל]” (‘to [2=Nineveh] the big city’). 

However, in the input text given in the paper, gaps [13] through [22] are followed by the text that should have 

been omitted, e.g. “[ יונה13ויפלְ עלְ הגורלְ ְ]” (‘and [13=Ø] the lot fell on Jonah’). This does not affect my 

evaluation of the experiment, however. 
7Elrod (2023: 12) suggests that the mention of “Jonah” may hint at “Nineveh”. This is a possibility as well, 

but also assumes interference. 
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האלהיםְאשרְדברְאלְמשה,ְדיברְאלְכלְישראל,ְבארץְהאמריְוהכנעני.ְאישְמביתְלחםְיהודהְהלךְלגורְבארץְאחרת.ְְ

ברהם,ְיהוה,ְאלהינו,ְדברְאלינוְבחרב,ְראהְנתתיְלפניכםְאתְהארץ.ְבאוְורשוְאתְהארץְהכנעניְוהלבנון,ְיהוהְנשבעְלא

ליצחקְוליעקבְלתתְלהםְולזרעםְאחריהם.ְויהיוְשםְבימיְשפטְהשופטים,ְעםְעלהְמארץְמואב,ְכיְשמעהְשםְיהוהְפקדְ

 אתְעמוְלתתְלהםְלחם.ְויברךְאתכםְכאשרְדברְלכם.ְאלהְהדבריםְאשרְצוהְיהוהְאתוְלהם.

The God who spoke to Moses spoke to all Israel in the land of the Amorites and the Canaanites. A 

man from Bethlehem of Judah went to live in another land. YHWH our God spoke to us at Horeb, 

saying, “I have set the land before you. Come and possess the land of the Canaanites and Lebanon, 

which YHWH swore to Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob to give to them and to their descendants after 

them.” They were there in the days of the judges, with people who had ascended from Moab, for 

they had heard that YHWH had remembered His people to give them bread. He will bless you as 

He has spoken to you. These are the words that YHWH commanded for them. 

(GPT-4 output from Elrod 2023: 19) 

 

Elrod finds that “GPT-4 successfully generated a unique and largely coherent piece of text” (2023: 

19). In my opinion, the coherence of this output can be debated. Some longer stretches of text are 

internally coherent (“They were there … to give them bread”), but these sentences together do not 

form a coherent whole. Furthermore, the longer stretches of internally coherent text seem to be taken 

more or less verbatim from the input text. In any case, these qualifications are subjective and should 

be replaced by proper benchmarks. 

More importantly, the generated Hebrew contains several unexpected and possibly ungrammatical 

features. It is not clear why ‘for they had heard’ is translated “כיְשמעה” rather than “8.”כיְשמעו The 

pronominal suffix on ְאתו in “יהוהְאתוְלהם  the words which Yahweh commanded‘ ”הדבריםְאשרְצוהְ

[it/him?] for them’ is not ungrammatical if it refers back to Moses, though this would be a dependency 

over a rather long distance.9 Note also that the Hebrew for ‘with people who had ascended from 

Moab’ is “עםְעלהְמארץְמואב” and that either ‘with’ or ‘people’, but not both, can be the translation of 

 .עם

Some of these unexpected features can again be explained by interference from other, modern lan-

guages. For example, the generated Hebrew for “The God … spoke to all Israel” is “ְהאלהיםְ…ְדיבר

 Interference .(וידבר or) דבר for dibbēr rather than דיבר with the Modern Hebrew form ,”אלְכלְישראל

from other languages may also explain the odd subject-initial asyndetic relative clause “...ְיהוהְנשבע” 

‘[which] Yahweh swore …’, and the lack of complementizer כי in “שמעהְשםְיהוהְפקד” ‘they heard 

there [that] Yahweh had visited’. The interference from Modern Hebrew yields the model unusable 

for this task. There is no obvious path to improvement, because training on high-resource languages 

will be necessary for the complex task of producing coherent texts. 

Moving forward 

 

8A reviewer suggests that מֻעָה עָה report’ might be intended rather than‘ שׁ   she(!?) heard’: ‘there was a‘ שָׁמ 

report’. I find this unlikely because (a) the model was instructed to use only words from the two input texts; 

(b) the noun is usually spelled plene, which would therefore also be the form expected here; and (c) ְמֻעָה  שׁ 

always appears with a form of the verb שׁמע or a verb of motion in narrative texts, so ‘there was a report’ is 

unexpected. 
9I am grateful to a reviewer for this suggestion. In the comparable case in Deut 1:3 the referent of the suffix is 

considerably less far away. In Num 8:20 the object is repeated to avoid confusion. 
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Given the significant limitations of pre-trained LLMs for Biblical Hebrew, as well as the potential 

pitfalls in interpreting their results, is a way forward possible? It depends on the task. Some of the 

use cases considered above are essentially solved problems. We have a tagged syntactic database for 

the Hebrew Bible with a deterministic computational interface, so it is not clear what the benefits of 

an LLM-based search engine or database interface would be. But other tasks, such as text restoration 

and generation, are not solved yet and would clearly be useful to be able to automate. 

For these other tasks, it appears to be crucial to avoid interference from English translations as well 

as Modern Hebrew. This is currently not possible with large-scale pre-trained LLMs, and there is no 

reason to assume that this will change in the near future, as large tech companies have no incentive 

to work on this. The alternative is to use other methods, such as models trained specifically on Biblical 

Hebrew (transformer-based or otherwise). 

Some work on this has been done, but for other tasks than those considered by Elrod (2023). For 

instance, Naaijer et al. (2023) present a transformer-based parser for Syriac morphology and Wilson-

Wright (2023) uses a transformer-based model to predict whether a text is written in Archaic, Early, 

Transitional, or Late Biblical Hebrew. It is important to note that both models are mainly doing mor-

phological analysis. For syntactic or semantic analysis of the type needed for text restoration and 

generation, it is likely that vastly larger training sets are needed. For comparison, Assael et al. (2022) 

present a transformer-based text restoration model for Ancient Greek which reaches 61.8% accuracy 

with a training set of 63,014 inscriptions and over three million words.10 

As always, it is also important to be clear about the goal of the model and the context in which it will 

be used. The goal of Naaijer et al.’s (2023) Syriac parser is to reduce the amount of work needed to 

parse Syriac texts. If the results are to be used in a database, possibly after manual correction by a 

human annotator, the most important characteristic of any tool is its accuracy. If a transformer-based 

model is currently the best in class, that is good reason to use it. As suggested by a reviewer, such 

applications are of course not limited to the realm of morphology; noun phrases could also be auto-

matically tagged for animacy, for instance. 

There are also contexts in which accuracy is not the most important. For example, in the context of 

chronological attribution of biblical texts (as in Wilson-Wright 2023), we are presumably not only 

interested in whether a text is early or late, but also why the model thinks so: we want to understand 

how the model thinks that the language has changed. Here it becomes important that transformers are 

fundamentally black-box models: although work has been done on explaining black-box models 

(Amgoud 2023), it remains difficult to explain why a transformer-based model gave a certain output 

given the input.11 Other machine learning methods are white-box and therefore more easily interpret-

able, but often have lower accuracy. One cannot say in general that one type of model is preferable 

over the other; rather, one needs to be aware of the differences and choose the right kind of model 

depending on the overall goal and the context in which the model is applied. 

Finally, it is important to understand that the use of any model can still involve certain assumptions. 

Consider again Wilson-Wright’s (2023) use case of distinguishing Archaic, Early, Transitional, and 

Late Biblical Hebrew. It is possible to use machine learning methods to distinguish these corpora, but 

this does not necessarily constitute evidence that the corpora are distinguished by date of writing (to 

 

10I am grateful to Aren Wilson-Wright for suggesting this reference. 
11In the case of ChatGPT, one might think to simply ask the model in natural language why it gave a certain 

answer. However, in practice LLMs often come up with a new explanation that fits the earlier answer, instead 

of actually explaining how they arrived at the answer in the first place (cf. Elrod 2023: 12, note to table). 
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be sure, Wilson-Wright does not claim that it does). For all their benefits, we must be sure to remem-

ber that these methods do not address fundamental concerns such as those raised by Young & Rezetko 

(2008) for chronological attribution, and similar concerns in other contexts. 

Discussion 

I have tried to show here that extreme care must be taken when interpreting the output of large-scale 

pre-trained LLMs like GPT for research purposes. Overall, the results of Elrod’s (2023) experiments 

seem impressive at first: often, they are almost correct. One might think that future iterations of GPT 

could easily resolve the remaining issues. However, I have shown that the interpretation of these 

results requires much more care. We must be hesitant with using these tools as morphological or 

syntactic search engines, for which tooling is already available that approaches 100% accuracy. We 

have come to expect (near-)complete correctness of these tools, but GPT is currently unable to answer 

even simple questions of this type correctly.12 Even if future iterations can improve on the accuracy, 

it will never be able to give accuracy guarantees of the type that dedicated software without machine 

learning can give. Using GPT to generate code for queries posed in natural language is a potentially 

interesting idea, but once again the lack of accuracy guarantees is reason for skepticism—especially 

since there are still ways to make tagged data sets accessible to a wider audience that have not been 

explored for Biblical Hebrew, such as graphical query languages. 

LLMs would seem to be well-suited for tasks requiring natural language comprehension and genera-

tion (exegesis, text restoration, and the generation of new texts). However, in the experiments for 

these use cases, it seems that GPT’s answers suffered from interference from both modern languages 

and translations and commentaries of the texts being studied. To avoid such interference, dedicated 

models for Biblical Hebrew are needed. These are fundamental issues that cannot easily be resolved 

in future versions of pre-trained models like GPT. 

Ways forward are possible, using models specifically trained on Biblical Hebrew. It is important to 

be aware of the properties of such models before choosing which one to apply. In particular, as long 

as explaining results from black-box models is difficult, there may be reason to stick to white-box 

models in contexts where interpretability is important. If interpretability is less important, a black-

box model (possibly based on transformers) may be a good option. However, given the small corpus 

size we must be aware that accuracy will be worse than on high-resource languages, especially for 

complicated tasks involving syntactic and semantic analysis. 

Finally, a critical discussion of the use of large-scale LLMs like GPT cannot avoid mentioning certain 

ethical issues. It is well-known that artificial intelligence in general and LLMs in particular use enor-

mous amounts of energy, the majority of which does not come from renewable resources (Strubell et 

al. 2019; Bender et al. 2021). Energy consumption is high for both training and application, so using 

pre-trained models do not resolve this issue. Of course, without any regulation in place, everyone can 

decide for their personal use case whether this is acceptable; I merely point out that there are ethical 

questions to think about here. Another important issue is that most advanced pre-trained LLMs, es-

pecially in terms of market share, are proprietary and behind a paywall. It is necessary to open source 

these tools and lower barriers to use them to create a level playing field for researchers from different 

 

12A reviewer points out that GPT 4 “generally says that it cannot answer such questions”. This was not my 

experience with GPT 3.5 (answers are non-deterministic and may differ from user to user), but also does not 

address the more fundamental question whether relying on LLMs for these tasks would ever be a good idea. 
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parts of the world and to improve reproducibility.13 While the paywall is currently relatively low for 

most of these tools, it will likely rise as society becomes more accustomed to their use (cf. recent 

hikes in prices of streaming services like Netflix). Relying on proprietary pre-trained LLMs for re-

search thus means setting up an undesirable flow of public money to large private corporations. Fi-

nally, the use of online LLMs like ChatGPT provides the companies behind them with important 

feedback to improve their systems, and thereby supports the status quo. The business model of these 

companies involves the application of LLMs in other domains, including high stake contexts where 

black-box models are discouraged by experts, such as the criminal justice system (Rudin 2019), and 

contexts in which biases may be amplified (e.g., on “environmental racism, …, biodiversity loss, or 

pollution”; Rillig et al. 2023: 3464). Given these ethical issues, researchers should have strong rea-

sons for resorting to these large-scale LLMs. Alternatives should be considered and used whenever 

possible. As long as regulation (whether by governments or in another form, e.g. through journal 

policies) is lacking, researchers have to carefully consider whether the benefits of these tools out-

weigh their costs and risks. 
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